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Foreword 
This is the first version of Speakaboo’s manual. In this manual, you will primarily find information 

about the purpose and the scope of the instrument. We will also focus on how to use the instrument 

in practice. You will receive instructions for working together with the interpreter and the use of score 

sheets.  

A description per language has also been included . In this description, you will find brief background 
1

information about the language, a description of the consonant system, and – if available – 

information about the phonological development in the language. If we have studied the 

performances of normally developing children, then the results of that study are also described. This 

allows you to read how children with the same home language, who are growing up in the 

Netherlands, perform in the test; how many words they come up with spontaneously, how many 

mistakes they make on average, and what phonological processes they demonstrate.  

In the last part of the manual, we justify the way the test has been established and make a first 

attempt at a glossary.  

This version has been read and commented on by a limited number of people. By making Speakaboo, 

including the manual, available for free for the time being, we hope to receive comments that will 

allows us to make both even better. Your comments are more than welcome at:  

speakaboo@kentalis.nl 

1  The descriptions per language only in Dutch 
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1. Why this instrument

1.1. Cause 
More and more speech therapists have to deal with multilingual children in their practice. In some 

practices in large cities, almost all children in the caseload have a multilingual upbringing. The 

diagnostics of language and speech problems in multilingual children is a difficult matter: the 

researcher often does not speak the home language of the child and no tests are available, and if they 

are, they are not standardised for the multilingual target group.  

Even so, it is necessary to (also) examine skills in the home language with concerns  about speech and 

language (Blumenthal, 2012). Young children who grow up in the Netherlands in a situation where 

they first receive input in one language, and only later in Dutch, are usually dominant in that first 

language for a number of years. Only by assessing the development in that language can one get a 

reliable impression of the possibilities and problems of the child. 

An important aspect of language development is speech production. One way to study the speech 

production in a foreign language is to analyse spontaneous language. However, this is a time 

consuming process, and the researcher may still have no understanding of certain sounds 

(combinations) because the child  did not use them in that language sample.  

Another way is to systematically elicit certain expressions or words by an interpreter and have that 

same interpreter take note of them. In 1996, Segerien Donner (who was a speech therapist at the 

Audiological Centre The Hague at the time) invented a word naming task in the form of a game for 

this, which she called the ‘articulation lotto’. The instrument was designed to assess the pronunciation 

of words in Turkish.  

An advantage of the articulation lotto is that toddlers liked to participate. The interpreter would 

would not ask the child to name the words initially, but to match first: the child would place the 

picture of the cow with the cow on the sheet, and had thus already done something right. This way, 

there was less emphasis on saying the word, which made the child more willing to do so. Another 

advantage was that the task could be performed in a short time. This created a relatively simple and 

quick way to gain an impression of the speech development in the home language. Because this was 

an informally developed instrument without substantiation, it was not possible to distribute it further. 

However, the instrument was used satisfactorily at the AC for many years. 

In 2013, a project to further develop this instrument started from the Kentalis Academy. Mid-2016, 

this instrument has the form of an app that can be used on a tablet. The app is filled with word lists 

from seven languages: Egyptian Arabic, Morroccan Arabic, Dutch, Polish, Tarifit-Berber, Somali, and 

Turkish. The name of the app is Speakaboo. 
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1.2 Target group 
Speakaboo is suitable for children between approximately 3 to 6 years old. Our experience is that 

children under the age of 3 usually do not want to name words (see also Priester et al. 2013). They do 

want to play the game, but they fail to name the words. If a younger child initially does start naming, 

the test often does not get completed. The games are designed for toddlers (doors) and pre-schoolers 

(swiping). Older children do not find these games interesting anymore.  

The test is intended for children with a home situation where their mother tongue is primarily spoken. 

This means that the children are dominant in their home language or at least speak as much of their 

home language as they speak Dutch. A study among 12 Moroccan children with Tarifit as their 

‘mother tongue’ showed that these children had difficulty naming the pictures in Tarifit. Despite being 

spoken to in Tarifit by the interpreter, very few words were spontaneously named in Tarifit. The 

children did not want to name or named the pictures in Dutch. 

It is important to ask about what the language situation is like at home. What is spoken with the 

children and especially: do the children also use the home language productively (in conversations 

with parents and grandparents, but also with brothers and sisters).  

1.3 Purpose and scope
The purpose of Speakaboo is to specifically elicit words as a screening of problems in the development 
in the home language. The test gives the speech therapist a general impression of the language 
development in the home language, and a more detailed impression of the speech development. That 
impression is not easily obtained in a different way. Speakaboo is primarily an instrument which – if 
sufficient items are named – can provide information about the following areas:  

1. Participation, attention, understanding of a simple assignment
How well does the child participate when playing a game in their own language?

2. Naming, repeating
How many items can the child name? How many items does the child name in Dutch despite
being asked to do so in their home language? If the child names everything in Dutch: can the
child not do so in their home language, or do they not want to speak the home language in a
‘Dutch’ environment? If the child repeats a word in the home language, then do they appear
to be familiar with the word (is there a sort of ‘aha’-moment) or does it look more like a
non-word repetition task?

3. Global impression of the consonant production
Are there many or only a few substitutions? Does the child reduce clusters? Does the child
leave out syllables in polysyllabic words? Is the child better at speaking individual words
rather than spontaneous language intelligibility?
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The intelligibility of the child can be tested with a short questionnaire for parents . The 
questionnaire is available in many languages, including Dutch, Turkish, Polish, and Somali. 
There is also a version in Standard Arabic, to be used for Moroccan Arabic, Tarifit-Berber, and 
Egyptian Arabic speaking parents who can read Arabic. 
See:  http://www.csu.edu.au/research/multilingual-speech/ics 

How does this compare with the child’s ability in Dutch? Are the errors in the home language 
less severe, or just as severe?  

4. Phonological processes
Does the child demonstrate conventional processes, or atypical processes as well? Are similar
processes observed in the home language and in Dutch?

Hypotheses can be formulated from the results based on the nature and severity of potential 
problems in the field of phonological development. Starting points for therapy can also be formulated. 

Language diagnostics for multilingual children naturally involves more than just testing with 
Speakaboo. More information about multilingual diagnostics can be found at 
http://blog.asha.org/2013/11/26/leisha-vogle-assessing-bilingual-children-as-a-monolingual-slp/   and 
http://www.londonsigbilingualism.co.uk/ 

1.4 Limitations
Speakaboo is an instrument for gaining an impression of the language development of a child’s home 
language via a systematic observation in a short time. The speech development can be specifically 
observed if the child has named sufficient items in the home language. The current version of 
Speakaboo is an experimental version. A lot of attention has been paid to its development, both with 
regard to content and user-friendliness. Multiple test versions have been tested for usability inside 
and outside Audiological Centres. The results are encouraging: children enjoy it and professionals like 
to work with it. Professionals are of the opinion that that it often has added value in diagnostics of 
multilingual children. However, the current version has not been widely tested. As of yet, no 
standardisation is linked to the outcome. The usability of Speakaboo for diagnostics and treatment is 
still being studied. 
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2. Description of the app

2.1. How to use Speakaboo? 
After you first enter Speakaboo you can immediately begin setting up your patient’s profile. 
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2.2. Best practices for audio recording. 

3. Use of the app

3.1. Requirements to the user 
The user will be an expert in language development at a higher vocational or university level: a speech 
therapist, , clinical linguist, or neurolinguist. If the user does not speak the target language, the 
assistance of an official interpreter is needed. If no official interpreter is available, an informal 
interpreter may be used. 

The user first needs to develop some aptitude with the app. One way of doing this is by first using the 
app to test children in the therapist’s native language.  
If the user studies the phonological system of the language beforehand, the testing and interpretation 
will be better. This can be done as follows: 

1. Read the factsheet of the relevant language.
2. Listen to the items via the app, or view and listen to the video on the website.

3.2 Requirements to the interpreter
Ideally, the interpreter will be an official interpreter with experience in this kind of work. Ask for a 
native speaker. Sometimes, interpreters do not have the target language as their home language .The 
child will notice this and be less inclined to answer in their home language.  

An informal interpreter is also a possibility: a parent, family member, or someone else. That person 
must speak the therapist’s language well enough to understand what the intention is, and speak the 
home language well enough to guide the child appropriately.  
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3.3 Coordination of speech therapist-interpreter-child
In most cases, it is very confusing for the child to have to suddenly answer in the home language, 
while this is usually not the case in the test environment. The speech therapist needs to make the 
situation as clear as possible to the child: the interpreter and the child will speak in the home 
language. The speech therapist remains responsible for carrying out the test, but for the child, the 
interpreter is the one playing the game with them. If the speech therapist remains the interlocutor 
during the test, the child will remain in the therapist’s language mode and continue to answer in this 
language or say nothing at all. In any case, the speech therapist should not ask the child something 
like: ‘what is that? Say it in Turkish’. That is very strange and confusing to the child.  

The speech therapist must take the time to prepare the interpreter for the test. It is important to 
adjust accordingly based on the interpreter in question; for instance, it makes a big difference 
whether the interpreter is a professional or a family member. Explain the purpose of the test: to 
assess speech production in the home language. The child has to say certain words in order to hear 
how well the child can pronounce the consonants of the home language. Then show the interpreter 
how the ‘game’ works, if possible without the child being present. Then explain that the interpreter 
needs to let the child get accustomed to the idea of really saying the words in, for instance, Somali. 

The interpreter will have the opportunity to ask questions about what is going to happen and to 
prepare by practicing with the operation of the app. Some interpreters like to see the score sheet in 
advance, so that they already know the items. 

You can use the text from Section 3.4. to instruct the interpreter. 

3.4 Instructions for the interpreter 
In this section, you will find instructions that you can give the interpreter. If the interpreter can 
properly read English, you could print out this page and give it to the interpreter. Always demonstrate 
the game first, whereby the interpreter takes the role of the child and you take the role of the game 
leader.  

For the interpreter:  

Always speak to the child in the home language and do not speak another language with the child. 

This way, the child knows they can speak their home language and it is more likely that the child will 

say the words in the home language. Remember that this can be confusing for the child at first. 

Usually, the child is expected to speak another language outside the home, and now, they are 

suddenly allowed to speak the home language. Set the child at ease by first engaging in a little 

conversation, e.g. about the clothes they are wearing or a toy they have with them.  

The words in the app have been chosen in a way that allows us to hear as many different sounds of 
the language as possible. Therefore, it is important that the words are pronounced as they are listed 
on the score sheet. Try not to add an article or use a different case. This not only changes the word 
form, but it may also mean we do not hear the exact sounds we are looking for. This also means the 
score sheet will no longer be correct. If a child speaks a word in a different way, try to elicit the 
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desired shape. If that does not work, tell the researcher exactly what was said.  
 
The instructions of the game are as follows:  
 
We’re going to play a game.  
Doors: You will hear a sound, and then you can tap on the door. Listen carefully! [child taps and a 
picture emerges]. Hey, what a pretty picture. Do you know what that is?  
Lotto: You see a picture [point to the picture at the bottom of the screen], can you find the same one? 
Very good. Drag it to the other one. And do you know what it is?  
 
If a child does not spontaneously name a picture, you can help the child with a question or a 
supplementary sentence. For instance, with the picture of the elephant:  
“It has a trunk, it is an…… ” 
 
If the child does not react to the prompt, you may say the word and indirectly have the child repeat it. 
For example: 
“It is an elephant. Can you say that too?” 
 
If the child still does not respond, the word may be repeated literally.  
“Say after me: elephant.” 

 
If the child still does not speak, you proceed to the next item.  
 
The next item will appear if you have clicked it or if the word is correct or incorrect. You will likely see 
the screen upside down, because the child is sitting opposite you. From this angle, the bottom right is 
‘correct’ and the bottom left is ‘incorrect’ (see page 8) Tap right if you think the word was correct.  
 
Incorrect 
-The child uses a different word than the target word.  
-The word was not pronounced correctly.  

Please note: it is normal for young children to pronounce words incorrectly. But we also want to 
identify those normal errors. Therefore, with every pronunciation that deviates from the target form, 
you tap the bottom left of the screen (if you are sitting opposite the child). Are you unsure about the 
pronunciation? Still tap the bottom left. These words can be listened to again with the speech 
therapist later.  
 
You do not need to translate what the child says during the test. In general, this is not even desirable, 
because it interferes with the interaction in the home language. Moreover, the app records 
everything, so whatever is said can be listened to and translated afterwards. Only if you need advice, 
you can translate what the child is saying if necessary.  

3.5 Testing  
If possible, place the interpreter opposite the child, and sit behind the interpreter. This allows the 
interpreter to ‘take position’ to assume their role. Moreover, it makes it clear to the child who the 
interlocutor is.  
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The interpreter is not responsible for the result of the test, because after all, as an 
‘amateur-assistant-speech therapist’, they are not a professional. An official interpreter is expected to 
point out lexical variation (‘in the region/village where the family is from, they use a different word’), 
or regional variation in pronunciation, to the speech therapist if the interpreter knows about it.  
 
While the interpreter carries out the test, the speech therapist has other tasks.  

1. Support the interpreter.  
If they are unsure about what to do, provide advice. For instance, if the child is not willing to 
speak: continue or ask again? Have them repeat it? You should certainly not give too much 
advice, but not too little, either. Give the interpreter the chance to build up the contact and 
let some things go wrong if necessary; you can always repeat an item. Moreover, this test is 
about eliciting words in the home language, so that the speech therapist can observe the 
naming and pronunciation. Try to stay in the background, and preferably do not address the 
child. Give the interpreter advice by whispering as inconspicuously as possible. 

2. Fill out the score sheet.  
 
Once the test is complete, the incorrect items (red in the score overview) can be listened to together 
with the interpreter. By listening to those items together and comparing them to the target word in 
the app, the speech therapist can further fill out the score sheet.  

3.6 Use of the score sheet  
Cover sheet 
On the cover sheet of the score sheet, the information of the examined child is noted. This 
information is deliberately kept separate from the scoring data, so that the scoring data could be 
anonymously copied for further research. Of course, permission from the parents is necessary before 
using this information.  
 
Sheet 1  
Notation of the words 
The score sheet contains the words in English  and, where possible, in the target language. This was 
not possible for the two Arabic versions and the Tarifit version.  
Then, the pronunciation is given in IPA, for which every sound has a separate block. IPA has the 
advantage that it is used worldwide to describe sound systems. Moreover, the system (more or less) 
provides uniform information about the articulation position and method of the respective sound.  
The choice was made to also transcribe the Dutch words, so that the Dutch user can become more 
familiar with the IPA symbols based on a familiar language. A complete overview of the IPA symbols 
including sound files can be found at http://www.ipachart.com/ 
 
Scoring of the sounds and words 
Because this is an initial screening of the articulation in the home language, it is only recorded 
whether the relevant consonants of the word are pronounced incorrectly (X through the phoneme) or 
omitted (Ø through the phoneme). If nothing is indicated, this means the realisation of the word is 
correct 
Only the consonants need to be scored. The vowels are generally acquired earliest, and therefore, few 
errors are made in that area . Moreover, in vowels, a relatively large amount of (allowed) variation is 
possible.  
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In the ‘process’ column, the speech therapist can indicate which phonological process they observed. 
It is not necessary for the screening to record the exact replacement of the phoneme. This way, the 
speech therapist does not need to have a working knowledge of IPA.  
In the ‘repeated’ column (R), the speech therapist can place a cross if the picture is not spontaneously 
named. This provides information about the vocabulary of the child, but it also indicates what the 
‘value’ of the produced sounds is. Some children may be able to imitate a sound well, but that does 
not mean the properly control the sound spontaneously.  
 
If a word cannot be assessed, e.g. because the child refused to speak it, then you record it as  _ 
(underscore). This is important for the assessment of the percentage consonants correct (PCC). This is 
because the consonants of the non-assessed words must be reduced from the total.  
 
PCC 
At the bottom of sheet 1, you can easily calculate the PCC. 
 

1. First enter how many consonants the child got wrong (A.)  
 

2. Then calculate how many consonants you have assessed (B.). This is the total number of 
consonants in the test (this is already given) minus the consonants of the words the child did 
not say or repeat. If, for instance, you could not elicit the word ‘cabinet’, 4 consonants should 
be reduced from the total.  

 
3. Finally, you calculate the total number of consonants the child got right (B-A) and divide this 

by the number of assessed consonants (B). If you multiply this result by 100, you will get the 
Percentage Consonants Correct.  
 

According to research by Shriberg & Kwiatkowski (1982), the PCC may be an indication of a possible 
impairment. With a PCC below 65, Shriberg says there is a moderate to severe impairment. It should 
be noted here that Shriberg based this on an analysis of 100 words of spontaneous speech.  
You can also compare the PCC of the tested child with the average PCC of normally developing 
children with the same home language (if available). You can find this information in the section on 
the relevant language. 
 
Sheet 2 
Sheet two contains all syllable-initial and syllable-final  grouped by age of acquisition (insofar as 
literature could be found on this subject). For every sound, it is indicated how often it appears in the 
test. Here, the speech therapist can record how often a sound was not or incorrectly produced. This 
makes it clear in a single glance which part of the realisations was incorrect and the speech therapist 
gains an indication of whether this fits with the age of the examined child or strongly deviates from it. 
If no information about the acquisition order is available, then the Dutch acquisition order is 
maintained. This way, the speech therapist can see where there are still errors in sounds that occur in 
both the home language and in Dutch. 
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4. Information per language 

4.1. Dutch 
 

4.1.1. Description of Dutch 
Dutch is a West Germanic language and is the native tongue of 23 million people in the Netherlands, 
Belgium, and Suriname. Dutch is also spoken on the former Netherlands Antilles. Dutch is spoken as a 
second language by approximately 5 million people.  

 

Table 1 
 Consonant system of Dutch according to Mennen, Levelt & Gerrits (2007) p. 330-331 

   Coronal Dorsal  

 Bilabial Labiodental Dental Alveolar Postalveolar Palatal Velar Uvular Pharynge

al 

Glotta

l 

            

plosives p   b   t   d   (c) k (g)    

nasals  m   n  (ɲ) (ŋ)    

tap flap    ɾ       

fricatives  f   v  s   z ʃ  ʒ  x   h 

affricate           

liquids    l       

semi-vow

els 

 Ʋ      j     

Note: The consonants in parentheses are allophones . 

 

According to Mennen et al. (2007), there are 28 different Dutch dialects. The two main groups they                 
distinguish are the northern and southern dialects. A major difference between these groups relates              
to the voicing of the fricatives. The voiced fricatives are present in the southern dialects, but are                 
missing in the northern dialects. They also mention a great deal of (individual) variation in the                
pronunciation of the /r/. Finally, they mention a variation in the pronunciation of the / Ʋ/. In the                  
south of the Netherlands and in Belgium, it is often pronounced as /w/.  
 

4.1.2. Consonant acquisition sequence 
The acquisition of phonemes in Dutch has been studied by, among others, Beers (1995) and Fikkert                
(1996). Table 2 presents the data from the study of Beers (1995) because this study is cited most                  
often. Beers analysed language samples from 45 children at two different moments. The time              
between the language samples of each child was 6 months. The ages of the children ranged from 1;3                  
to 4;0.  
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Table 2 
Acquisition ages of Dutch phonemes according to Beers, 1995 

Age Initial consonant Final consonant  

1:3 to 1;8 p t m n j p  

1;9 to 1;11 k k  

2;0 to 2;2 s x h t s x  

2;3 to 2;5 b f ʋ m n  

2;6 to 2;11 l r   

3;0 to 3;2 d   

later ʃ l r f ŋ  

 
A phoneme is considered as acquired if it is realised correctly in 75% of all cases and if more than half                     
of the children in an age group correctly realised the phoneme in more than 75% of the cases. This is                    
how Beers came to the acquisition ages listed in Table 2. In the study by Beers (1995), a correct form                    
was not necessarily an ‘adult’ form. Distortions (such as an interdental /s/) were permitted. However,               
substitutions and deletions were scored as ‘incorrect’. 
 

4.1.3. Common phonological processes 
The study by Beers (1995) includes an inventory of common phonological processes and the ages at                
which they occur (Table 3). 
 

Table 3 
Test patterns of the use of normal simplification processes according to Beers (2003)  

Process Example Age groups 

  1;3 –  

1;11 

2;0 – 2;5 2;6 – 2;11 3;0 – 3;5 3;6 – 4;0 

Reduplication water→wawa ******** ------------- -------------   

Assimilation sok→kok ******** ------------- -------------   

Deletion weak  

syllable 

olifant→ofant ******** ------------- ------------- -------------  

Stopping sok→tok ******** ------------- ------------- -------------  

FinalC deletion voet→voe ******** ------------- ------------- ------------- ------------

- 

Vocalisation vogel→vogaa ******** ------------- ------------- ------------- ------------

- 

Fronting koe→toe ******** ******** ------------- -------------  

CC reduction spin→pin ******** ******** ------------- ------------- ------------

- 

(De)voicing boek→poek ******** ******** ******** ------------- ------------

- 
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Gliding riem→jiem ******** ******** ******** ******** *******

* 
 Note: (***** common, ------- rare) 

  

4.1.4. Permitted lexical variations 
The word TV is often used instead of ‘televisie’. This may be considered correct. The total number of                  
consonants is based on the word ‘televisie’. If the child says TV, the total number of consonants must                  
be changed (-2) in the calculation of the PCC.  
 
The word ‘pen’ is often used instead of the word ‘stift’. This is common for children of this age, but try                     
to have the child repeat ‘stift’. This word is included due to the consonant clusters at the beginning                  
and end of the word 
 
Children regularly use the diminutive. This may also be considered correct.  

 
4.1.5. Performance of typically developing Dutch toddlers 

In the spring of 2015, 19 Dutch children of 30 to 47 months old were tested with the paper version of                     
Speakaboo from Kentalis, a lotto game. (Holstvoogd, 2015). The children attended a regular preschool              
and, to the knowledge of their teachers, had a normal (language) development. The average age of                
the children was 40.5 months.  

The lotto was carried out on site by the researcher. The children were to match the displayed image                  
with the lotto sheet and then name the word. If the child did not spontaneously name the word, the                   
word would be said for repetition. If the child also would not repeat the word, the researcher would                  
continue to the next word.  

All expressions of the children were scored on a score sheet (see case 2). The Dutch test contains a                   
total of 36 words and 77 consonants, whereby the clusters are counted as a single consonant.  
Note: This is different in the current version of the score sheets; the consonants of a cluster are                  
counted separately. If for the cluster /st/, a child only realises the /t/, then the /t/ counts for the                   
number of correct consonants. This means the PCC may end up a little higher with the current version                  
of the score sheet.  
 
Because not all words could be assessed (not said or not understood), it was not possible to assess 77                   
consonants for all children. This has been taken into account in the calculation of the scores. The                 
averages of the group are shown in Table 4.  

Table 4 
Average scores of normally developing Dutch children (Holstvoogd, 2015) 

Age 40.5 months 
Number of consonants incorrect 10 
Number of words not spontaneously named 6.6 
Number of consonants assessed 74 
Number of consonants correct 64 (74-10) 
Percentage Consonants Correct (PCC) 86.5 (64/74*100) 
Source: Holstvoogd (2015)  
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4.1.6. Example of an average score 
 

Case Dutch: Girl, 36 months 

Number incorrect 10  

Words repeated: 1  

Not assessable: 1 word (with 4 consonants)  

Assessed: 77-4=73 consonants 

Correct:                73-10=63 consonants 

PCC 63/73*100=86.3  
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4.2. Polish 
4.2.1. Description of Polish 

Polish is a West Slavic language and belongs to the Slavic branch of the Indo-European language                

family. Jassem (2003) characterises Polish as a typical consonant language due to a rich consonant               

system and the possibility of heavy consonant clusters. A cluster consisting of four consonants at the                

beginning of a word is not exceptional. 

 

Polish has many palatal consonants. These consonants sound softer than the equivalents that are              

realised more to the front of the mouth. Another distinctive feature of Polish is its large number of                  

sibilants (hisses). The rich sibilant inventory makes it difficult for non-native speakers to separate              

these phonemes from each other. Polish children who need to learn Dutch, on the other hand, will                 

have little trouble with the Dutch consonants.  

 

Polish does not distinguish between long and short vowels, unlike Dutch. The realisation of vowels is                

somewhere in between that of the short and long variants. The words from Speakaboo have been                

transcribed as they are perceived by a Dutch listener. Polish children will experience difficulty              

distinguishing between short and long sounds in Dutch, such as the difference between ‘man’ and               

‘maan’. The diphthongs are also difficult for Polish learners of Dutch. 

 

Contrary to Dutch, Polish has a relatively large number of nasal sounds. The test only contains one                 

word with such a sound, namely the word for truck /tҫẽʒarufka/. The IPA symbol for a nasal sound is                   

/῀/ above the vocal. The pronunciation of the /ẽ/ can also be heard in the French word ‘fin.’  

 

On the Internet page (http://www.poolsonline.nl/?pagina=1_les), you can listen to short fragments of            

Polish. It is also possible to have words pronounced through Google Translate. Unfortunately, the              

translation of the words from Dutch is often incorrect.  
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Consonant system  

 

Table 5 
Polish consonant system according to Jassem (2003) 

   Coronal Dorsal  

 Bilabial Labiodental Dental Alveolar Postalveolar Palatal Velar Uvular Pharyngea

l 

Glottal 

            

plosives p   b   t   d   (c   ɟ₁)¹ k  g    

nasals m   n  ɲ (ŋ)²    

tap flap           

fricatives  f   v  s   z ʃ  ʒ ҫ   ʝ x   h 

affricate    ts  dz³ tʃ  dʒ tҫ  dʝ     

liquids    l       

Semi- 

vowels 

 Ʋ    j w    

Note: red only Dutch green only Polish black both languages 

₁ These are allophones of the k and the g. ²just as in Dutch, does not occur as an independent phoneme. In Polish, it is a result of the                            

nasal vowel that precedes it. ³The affricates form minimal pairs with the phoneme clusters.  

 
Syllable structure 

Polish is a morphologically rich language. Because of that, it contains relatively large number of long                

words with complex clusters of up to four consonants. These occur in the initial, medial, and final                 

positions. Speakaboo only includes words with clusters of two consonants. These are tested in all               

positions. For example, in the word /xwopjɛts/ ((little) boy).  

Note: The affricates are separate phonemes, not clusters. It is possible to form minimal pairs where                

affricate or cluster makes the difference in meaning.  

Emphasis 

Usually on the penultimate syllable 

 
4.2.2. Consonant acquisition sequence 

 
Table 6 

Acquisition ages of Polish consonants according to  prof.  Mał gorzata Rocł awska (University of Gdansk, 2014) 

Age Consonant   

0 to 0;11 p t m n j   

1;9 to 1;11 k   

2;0 to 2;2 s x h   

2;3 to 2;5 b f ʋ   

2;6 to 2;11 l r   

3;0 to 3;2 d   

later ʃ   

 

In professor Małgorzata Rocławska’s overview (table 6), it is not indicated whether there is a               
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difference in acquisition order between consonants in initial or final position. The study is also lacking                

a justification.  

 
4.2.3. Common phonological processes 

The processes discussed come from the literature about phonological development in Polish (see             

sources). The examples come from the study among normally developing Polish toddlers in the              

Netherlands (Holstvoogd, 2015).  

Gliding 

r, l → w, j rovɛr→wover, krova→kwova, balon→bajon 

Lateralisation 

r → l rovɛr→lovel, zɛgar→zɛgal, krova→klova 

Fronting 

ʃ, ҫ → s ʃafa→safa, nuʃ→nus, mɨʃ→mis, kçɛswo→ksɛswo 

ʒ, ʝ →z ʒaba→zaba, piʒama→pizama, guʝiki→guziki 

Note: the palatals appear simpler than the postalveolars; according to Roclawska, the palatals are              

indeed acquired earlier.  

tʃ, tҫ → ts ʧapka→tsapka, kluʧ→kluts, tҫẽʒarufka→tsẽʒarufka, kurʧak→kurtsak 

ʤ → dz ʤɛm→dzɛm 

Reduction of final cluster/final affricate  

rk → k tsirk→tsik  

ts → s xwopjɛts→xwopjɛs 

tʃ → t kluʧ→klut 

Reduction of initial cluster/initial affricate 

ʤ → d, ʒ, z, ʤɛm→dɛm/zɛm/Ʒɛm (possible interference from Dutch) 

ʤ → ʃ, s ʤɛm→sem of ʃɛm (possible interference from Dutch) 

tʃ → t, ʃ, s tʃapka→tapka/sapka, kurʧak→kurtak 

ts → t, s tsirk→sirk/tirk 
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ml → m mlɛko→mɛko 

kl → k kluʧ→kut 

pj → p pjes→pɛs, xwopjɛts→xwopɛs 

st → t stopa→topa 

Coalescence  

A cluster is simplified, whereby characteristics of the consonants are merged.  

sw → v, f swoɲ→ voɲ/foɲ 

 
4.2.4. Permitted lexical variations 

In Polish child directed speech, many diminutives are used. This means the diminutives will likely be 

acquired earlier and used more often by the children. 

Word IPA Lexical variation 
           

dom (house) d o m       domɛk (cottage) 
mysz (mouse) m ɨ ʃ       mɨʃka (little mouse) 
koń (horse)  k o ɲ       koɲik (little hourse) 
tatuś (father) t ɑ t u ҫ     tata (daddy) 
ryba (fish) r ɨ b a      rɨpka (little fish) 
krzesło (chair) k ç ɛ s w o    kçɛsɛwko (tiny chair) 
lalka (doll) l a l k a     lala (doll) 

lalki (little doll) 
doktor (doctor) d o k t o r    pan (mister) 

lɛkaʃ (doctor) 
małpa (ape) m a w p a     mawpka (monkey) 
pies (dog)  p j ɛ s      pjɛsɛk (doggy) 
krowa (cow) k r o v a     krufka (little cow) 
szafa (closet) ʃ a f a      ʃafka (cabinet) 
pudełko (box) p u d e w k o   karton (box) 

pudwo (box) 
kurczak (chicken/chick) k u r t

ʃ 
a k    kura (chicken) 

butelka (bottle) b u t ɛ l k a   butɛlki (little bottle) 
chłopiec (boy) x w o p j ɛ ts   xwoptjɛk (little boy) 
Ciȩżarówka (truck) t ҫ ẽ ʒ a r u f k a car 

 
4.2.5. Performance of normally developing Polish toddlers in the Netherlands 

In the spring of 2015, 16 Polish children between 30 and 48 months old were tested with the paper                   
version of Speakaboo from Kentalis (Holstvoogd, 2015). The children attended a regular preschool             
and, to the knowledge of their teachers, had a normal (language) development. The average age of                
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the children was 38.1 months. 

The test / lotto game (paper version of Speakaboo at the time) was carried out by a Polish interpreter                   
after instructions from the researcher. The children were to match the displayed image with the lotto                
sheet and then name the word. If the child did not spontaneously name the word, the word would be                   
said for repetition. If the child also would not repeat the word, the researcher would continue to the                  
next word. 

All expressions of the children are scored on a score sheet (see case 1). In total, the test contains 36                    
words with 96 consonants, if the clusters and affricates are counted as one consonant.  
Note: This is different in the current version of the score sheets; the consonants of a cluster are                  
counted separately. If for the cluster /xw/, the child only realises the /x/, then the /x/ counts for the                   
number of correct consonants. This means the PCC may end up a little higher with the current version                  
of the score sheet.  
 
Because not all words could be assessed (not spoken or not comprehensible), it was not possible to                 
assess 96 consonants for all children. This was taken into account in the calculation of the scores. The                  
averages of the group are shown in Table 7.  
 

Table 7 
Average scores of normally developing Polish children 

Age 38.1 months 
Number of consonants incorrect 20 
Number of words not spontaneously named 11.4 
Number of consonants accessed 84.3 
Number of consonants correct 64 (84-20) 
Percentage Consonants Correct (PCC) 76.2 (64/84*100) 
Source: Holstvoogd (2015)  
 

4.2.6. Example of an average score 
 

Case 1: Girl, 42 months 

Number incorrect 20  

Words repeated: 5  

Not assessable: 1 word (with 1 consonant)  

Assessed: 96-1=95 consonants 

Correct:               95-20=75 consonants 

PCC 75/95*100=78.9  

Note: with the word for doll, /lɑlka/, the girl says [lala]. This is a permissible variant, which is why                   

leaving out the /k/ is not counted as incorrect. /lɑlka/ actually means ‘little doll’ and /lala/ means                 

‘doll’. 
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4.3. Turkish 
4.3.1. Description of Turkish 

Turkish is one of the Turkish languages from the Altaic language family. It is the official language in                  
Turkey and is spoken by approximately 70 million people worldwide. There are different dialects              
within Turkey. Standard Turkish is basically a standardisation of the Istanbul dialect. Kurdish is not a                
dialect of Turkish, but a separate language. There are also regional accent differences that are               
comparable to the differences between Dutch and Flemish. 

Turkish is an agglutinative language. That means a word is given one or more affixes to further specify                  
its meaning. In Dutch, we tend to use separate words for this.  

Turkish Meaning of the morphemes translation 
ev house house 

ev-im house-my my house 

ev-im-de house-my-in in my house 

ev-im-de-yim house-my-in-am I am in my house 

(example https://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agglutinatie_(taalkunde) 

 

Turkish does not make use of definite articles, as is demonstrated by the example above.               
Furthermore, it is a prodrop language; the personal pronoun (‘I’ in the example) does not need to be                  
realised because the affix ‘yim’ already indicates that this is the first person singular.  

In Turkish, there is vowel harmony. This means that the vowel of the suffix adapts to the final vowel                   
of the root word.  

Root Translation Root+suffix Translation 
Ev House Ev-ler houses 

Kitab Book Kitab-lar books 

(example https://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Klinkerharmonie)  
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Consonant system 

   Coronal Dorsal  
 Bilabia

l 
Labiodenta
l 

Dental Alveolar Postalveola
r 

 Palata
l 

Vela
r 

Uvula
r 

Pharyngea
l 
 

glottal 

plosives p   b   t   d    ( C 

ɟ₁) 
k  g    

nasals  m     n   (ɲ)   ŋ₂    

            

Tap /flap    ɾ        

Fricative
s 

 f   v₃  s   z   ʃ ʒ   x  ɣ₄   h 

Affricate     tʃ  dʒ       

liquids      ɫ₅ l        

Semi- 
vowels 

 ʋ₆       j     

Black: both languages, Red: only Dutch, Green: only Turkish 

₁These are allophones 

₂ŋ does not appear in the consonant overview, but if the n is followed by a velar sound, then it is realised as ŋ.  

₃ This fricative does not appear in the overview from Kopkalli 

₄ Not everyone records this as a phoneme. Corresponds with grapheme ǧ. Sometimes realised as an extension of the 

preceding vowel, sometimes as a soft g or uvular r 

₅In both languages, ɫ is an allophone of l. This is regional in Dutch (e.g. Amsterdam). In Turkish, the ɫ occurs in 

combination with back vowels 

₆In some cases, the v is realised as a ʋ in Turkish, see discussion Kopkalli-Yavuz, 2010) 

 
Syllable structure 
Most of the syllables are open. If a word ends in a consonant and has a suffix that starts with a vowel,                      
then resyllabification occurs. The consonant of the main word becomes the onset of the suffix aç im                 
→ a çim 
In Turkish, no consonant clusters are syllable initial or word initial. A cluster is ‘broken apart’ by                 
placing a vowel between the consonants (group becomes gurup) or placing a vowel in front of the                 
word: (iskelet/skelet). This concerns words that are not Turkish in origin.  
Clusters at the end of a syllable do occur, but not often. They consist of no more than two consonants.  
 
Emphasis 
Usually on the last syllable 
Exceptions: place names (Ankara), adverbs, interjections 
Due to the emphasis pattern, the complex morphology, and the vowel harmony, there is a lot of                 
attention to final syllables with young children. Therefore, omitting final syllables is something you do               
not expect.  
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4.3.2. Consonant acquisition order 
 

Age Turkish initial Turkish final Dutch initial Dutch final 

1;6 – 1;11 b d k t  
m 

p t k  
m n j 

p t k 
m n j  

p k 

2 – 2;5 p t g n  
tʃ dʒ  
j l 

c  
tʃ  
ʋ 

b 
s x h f  
ʋ 

t m n  
s x  

2;6 – 2;11 s ʃ s ʃ l l r  

3 – 3;5 fv z ʒ h f ʒ z h d  

3;6 - 4 ɾ ɾ   

>4  ɣ 
clusters 

 
ʃ ʒ 

f  
l r  

Acquired: 90% of the children produces the phoneme correctly in at least 68% of the cases. 

 

Striking difference compared to Dutch: early acquisition of voiced plosives b and d and affricates ʧ and                 
ʤ. 
 

4.3.3. Common phonological processes 
With 3;6 years, in principle, all phonemes should have been acquired in syllable initial and final                
position. Errors are most frequent around the 2nd year, when a leap in the lexical development occurs.  
Most errors disappear by the 3rd year, but gliding and cluster reduction may persist until the 4th year.                  
Note: children who grow up in a multilingual environment receive less input from the native language                
than monolingual children. This means the development in their own language may be slower. 
 
The overview below lists many common processes, as reported by Topbaș (2004/2005). The examples              
on the right come from our own research among normally developing Turkish toddlers in the               
Netherlands. If no examples are given, then these processes were not found in our own research.  
 
lateralisation ɑɾɑbɑ→ɑɫɑbɑ, fɑrɛ→fɑlɛ, dɔktɔr→dɔktɔl 
gliding fɑrɛ→fɑjɛ 
cluster reduction 
Fronting bɛbɛc→bɛbɛt, ʤɛb→tɛb  
Stopping fɑrɛ→pɑrɛ  
Assimilation gøbɛc→gøcɛc  
Consonant deletion mɛɾdiʋɛn→mɛdiʋɛn, ɛcmɛc→ɛmɛc, kɑɾpuz→ kɑɾpu/ kɑpu 
Devoicing zɛjtin→sɛjtin, bisiklɛt→ pisiklɛt 
Voicing  
De-affrication uʧɑk→uʃɑk, ʤɛb→tɛb, ʧoʤuk→totuk 
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Syllable reduction bisiklɛt→bitɛt (bicycle) ɑɾɑbɑ→ɑbɑ, ɑjɑkɑbə→ɑjɑbə, telefɔn→tefɔn 
Affrication  
Metathesis bisiklɛt→bikislet  
Backing  
 

4.3.4. Lexical variation 
The words for navel [gøbɛc] and abdomen [kɑɾɪn] are used interchangeably. The image makes it               

possible to name both words. We chose the word ‘navel’ because of the [g]. When the child responds                  

with ‘abdomen’, you can try to prompt the word ‘navel’ by asking: and what is in the middle of the                    

abdomen? If the child still does not say [gøbɛc], the word may be said for repetition.  

 
4.3.5. Performance of normally developing Turkish children in the Netherlands 

In June 2016, 7 Turkish toddlers were tested with the Turkish version of the (paper) version of                 

Speakaboo. Deletion of the (syllable) final consonant, both in the middle of a word and at the end of a                    

word, was remarkably common. Deletion of the word-final consonant may also be a result of               

interference from Dutch. This also applies to devoicing of the ‘z’. 

 
4.3.6. Sources 

Literature  
 
Kopkallɪ-Yavuz, H. (2010). The sound inventory of Turkish: Consonant and Vowels , in: Communication             

Disorders in Turkish, edited by S. Topbaș and M. Yavaș, Multilingual Matters, Bristol UK.  
 
Koșaner, O. et al, (2013). Improving Turkish language training materials: Grapheme-to-phoneme           

conversion for adding phonemic transcription into dictionary entries en course books.           
Procedia. Social and Behavioral Sciences 103  (473-484)  

 
Topbaș, S. (2004/2005). Turkish Speech Acquisition . In: The International Guide to Speech Acquisition.             

Edited by S. McLeod, Thomson Delmar Learning, NY, p. 565-579.  
 
Topbaș, S. (2006). Does the speech of Turkish-speaking phonologically disordered children differ from             

that of children speaking other languages? Clinical Linguistics &Phonetics, nr. 20 : 509-522 
 
Topbaș, S., Konrot, A. (2006). Variability in Phonological Disorders: Can we Search for Systematicity?              

Evidence from Turkish-Speaking Children. In: Clinical Phonetics en Linguistics 20(7–8):          
509–522. 

 
Topbaș, S., Yavaș , M. (2006). Phonological Acquisition and Disorders in Turkish. In: Phonological              

Development and Disorders in Children. A multilingual Perspective . Edited by Zhu Hua and             
Barbara Dodd. P. Multilingual Matters, Bristol UK.  

 
Yagmur, K. & Nap-Kolhoff, E. (2010). Aspects of Acquisition and Disorders in Turkish-Dutch Bilingual              

Children. In: Communication Disorders in Turkish , edited by S. Topbaș and M. Yavaș,             
Multilingual Matters, Bristol UK.  
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Other sources 
Nazife Çavuş, Clinical Linguist/Speech Therapist, Spraak & Taal Ambulatorium (STA) &           
Vroegbehandeling Koninklijke Kentalis 
 
http://meertaligheidentaalstoornissenvu.wikispaces.com/ 
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4.4. Egyptian Arabic 
 

4.4.1. Description of Egyptian Arabic 

Arabic is a Semitic language spoken by over 422 million people. Standard Arabic is the official                
language in most Arabian countries. This is the language that is taught in schools and used by officials. 
Egyptian children grow up with a (primarily only spoken) dialect of standard Arabic. Because of the                
size of the country, there are even more variants within this dialect. The differences between the                
northern and southern dialects can be quite serious.  
 
The Egyptian dialect is understood by many people due to the great influence of Egyptian television                
and film in the Arabic world. 
 
Consonant system 

   Coronal Dorsal  
 Bilabial Labiodental Dental Alveolar Postalveolar  Palatal Velar Uvular Pharyngeal glottal 

plosives (p) 1  b   t   d     k  g 3  q 2  ʔ 

emphatic    ṯ   ḏ         

nasals  m     n         

trill      r        

fricatives  f   (v) 1  s   z  ʃ (ʒ) 1   χ ᴚ   Ћ  ʕ h 

 emphatic    sˁ   zˁ         
affricates            

liquids      l        

semi-vow
els 

        j w    

            

            

Black: both languages, Red: only Dutch, Green: only Egyptian – Arabic 
 

1  In Egyptian Arabic, these sounds only occur in loan words.  

2  The q is very rare in Egyptian Arabic (as opposed to Moroccan Arabic). The sound is pronounced as a glottal stop in the 
north and as a /g/ in the south; The sound is only pronounced as a /q/ in Standard Arabic (formal language).  

3  The /g/ is pronounced as /dʒ / in the south. 
 

The emphatic sounds are separate phonemes, but the difference with the non-emphatic variants is              
difficult to hear. Apparently, the difference can mainly be heard between the vowels before and after                
the emphatic consonant. Because assessing vowels is not an objective of Speakaboo, the emphatic              
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consonants have been left out of the test. The /p/,/v/,/ʒ/, and /q/ also do not occur in the test due to                     
their low frequency in the language.  

 
Syllable structure 
Contrary to Moroccan Arabic, word-initial clusters are rare in Egyptian Arabic. Words preferably start              
with a single consonant, and not with a vocal. To a non-native speaker, it may seem that a word starts                    
with a vocal, but it is more likely that the vocal is preceded by a [ʔ] (glottal stop).  
Final clusters of up to 2 consonants are very common and are therefore acquired early.  
 
Emphasis 
The emphasis is usually on the final syllable, if this is a CVC syllable. If not, then the emphasis is on the                      
penultimate syllable.  
  
 

4.4.2. Consonant acquisition sequence 

The consulted literature (Saleh et al. (2007) and Ammar et al. (2006) is ambiguous about the                
acquisition sequence of consonants in Egyptian Arabic.  
 
The main difference between the studies of Saleh et al. (2007) and Ammar et al. (2006) concerns the                  
acquisition of the [b] and [d]. It is unlikely that these sounds, which are widespread in the languages                  
of the world and are not articulatorily complex, would be acquired only after the 4th year, which is                  
suggested in the study by Ammar et al. (2006). However, for emphatic sounds, it is known that they                  
are acquired late and are only fully mastered by the 8th year. Based on the comparison with Dutch,                  
Blumenthal, et al. (2015) provide the most likely acquisition order.  
 

Table 8  
Most likely acquisition order of consonants in Egyptian Arabic 

age phonemes 

< 2;6 
2;6 – 3;6 
2;6-4 
>4 

b, t, d, m, n, ʔ 
k, f, ʃ, h, s, l, w, z, g 
ħ, χ, j 
r, g, ʁ, ʕ 

 
4.4.3. Common phonological processes 

Devoicing 

/r/ deviation 

Sibilant deviation 

Cluster reduction 

Syllable reduction 

Omitting emphatic pronunciation 
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4.4.4. Permitted lexical variations 

No data available 
 

4.4.5. Performance of normally developing Egyptian toddlers in the Netherlands 

No data available 
 

4.4.6. Sources 
Literature 

Amayreh, M.M. (2003). Completion of the Consonant Inventory of Arabic, Journal of speech,             
Language, and Hearing Research, Vol. 46 , p. 517-529 (Jordanië). 

Abou-Elsaad, T., Baz, Hemmat, El-Banna, M. (2009). Developing an Articulation Test for            
Arabic-Speaking School-Age Children,  Folia Phoniatrica et Logopaedica, 61:  275-282. 

Ammar, W., Morsi, R. (2006). Phonological Development and Disorders: Colloquial Egyptian Arabic, in             
Z. Hua and B. Dodd (Eds.) Phonological development and disorders in children: A multilingual              
perspective  (pp. 216-232). Clevedon, UK :Multilingual Matters. 

 
Badry, F. (2009). Milestones in Arabic Language Development. Encyclopedia of Language and Literacy             

Development , p. 1-7, London, ON: Canadian Language and Literacy Research Network. 

Blumenthal, M. Giannuzzi, B., Holstvoogd, L., Ruiter, E. de, Bos, P. (2016). Development of a screening                
tool for speech production skills in two Arabic dialects for multilingual children in the              
Netherlands.  Nog niet gepubliceerd.  

Omar, M. K., & Nydell, M. K. (2007). The acquisition of Egyptian Arabic as a native language .                 

Georgetown University Press. 

Saleh, M. Shoeib, R., Hegazi, M. Ali, P. (2007). Early Phonological Development in Arabic Egyptian               
Children: 12-30 Months, Folia Phoniatrica et Logopaedica, 58 : 234-240. 

Wiig, E. El-Halees, Y. (2000). Developing a Language Screening Test for Arabic-Speaking Children. Folia              
Phoniatrica et Logopaedica, 52 :260-274 (Jordanië en Palestina).  
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4.5. Moroccan Arabic 
 

4.5.1. Description of Moroccan Arabic  
Moroccan is a mostly spoken variant of the official language in Morocco: Modern Standard Arabic               
(MSA). Young children grow up with Moroccan Arabic and only learn MSA from the moment they start                 
going to school at 6 years old.  
Moroccan Arabic is spoken by approximately 20 million people and is used in the home and in                 
informal conversation. Talks with the government and official bodies take place in standard Arabic.              
Documents are also written in standard Arabic. For the Moroccan language variant, there is not really                
a standard notation, which is why there are few documents written in Moroccan.  
Moroccan Arabic also has regional differences. These differences may relate to both the             
pronunciation and the lexicon.  
 
 Consonant system 

   Coronal Dorsal  

 Bilabia
l 

Labiodenta
l 

Denta
l 

Alveolar Postalveola
r 

 Palata
l 

Vela
r 

Uvular Pharyngeal glottal 

plosives p₁   b   t   d     k  g q₂  ʔ₃ 

emphati
c 

   tˁ   dˁ        

nasals  m     n     ŋ    

trill      r        

Fricative
s 

 f   v₁  s   z  ʃ   ʒ   x χ   ʁ ħ   ʕ h 

emphati
c 

   sˁ   zˁ        

affricate            

liquids      l₄    ɬ    

Semi- 
colons 

w ʋ       j     

Black: both languages, Red: only Dutch, Green: only Moroccan Arabic 
₁  only in loan words 
₂  q is often palatalized to g (allophones) 
₃  is common, even word-initial, but cannot be heard in practice. Officially, the subsequent vowel should be emphasised, but 

this often does not happen in spoken language.  
₄  pronunciation depends on phonological context. /l/ for front vowels /ɬ / for back vowels 

The emphatic consonants are difficult to hear, but DO create different meanings. Context usually ensures that there is no 
ambiguity if there is no emphatic pronunciation.  
 

Syllable structure 

Contrary to standard Arabic, there are a relatively large number of consonant clusters at the               
beginning of a word in Moroccan Arabic. This means clusters are likely acquired early.  
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Emphasis 

In Moroccan Arabic, the standard emphasis is on the last syllable, provided this is a ‘heavy’ syllable                 
(CVC). If a word does not end in a CVC syllable, the emphasis is on the penultimate syllable. 

In Moroccan, there is a phenomenon called ‘shedda’. This is an emphasis on a particular consonant in                 
the word. In IPA, this is indicated by a colon. This means you must pronounce this consonant 2x as                   
long. Shedda not only influences the pronunciation of a word, but also its meaning, especially in verbs.                 
This feature is acquired relatively late (3;6 years).  

 
4.5.2. Phonological development 

There are no publications to be found on the acquisitions of phonemes by young Moroccan Arabic                
children. Based on the frequency of occurrence and the articulatory complexity, several hypotheses             
can be formulated:  

Sounds that are universally acquired early will likely be acquired even earlier in Moroccan Arabic ([b],                
[m], [d], [n], [t]).  

The back vowels ([q], [ħ], [χ] are more articulatorily complex, but will nevertheless be acquired               
relatively early because they are highly frequent in the language, including in child directed speech.  

The emphatic consonants are very articulatorily complex and will likely be acquired late, as also               
reported for other Arabic dialects (Ammar et al., 2006; Saleh et al., 2007) 

Based on these considerations, we arrive at the following acquisition sequence:  

Table 9 
Most likely consonant acquisition order in Moroccan Arabic 
 

age phonemes 

< 2;6 
2;6 – 3;6 
3;6-4 
> 4 

d, t, n, b, m, ʔ 
ʃ, f, k, l, s, w, z, h, g 
q, ħ, χ, j 
r, g, ʕ, ʁ 

 

 
4.5.3. Common phonological processes 

No data available 

 
4.5.4. Permitted lexical variations 

No data available 

 
4.5.5. Performance of normally developing Moroccan toddlers in the Netherlands 

No data available 
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4.5.6. Sources 

Literature 
 
Ait Cherif, A., Boukbout, M., Mahmoudi, M., & Ouhmouch, A. (2011). Moroccan Arabic Textbook ,              

Moroccan Peace Corps, Rabat, Morocco.  

 

Ammar, W., & Morsi, R. (2006). Phonological Development and Disorders: Colloquial Egyptian Arabic.             

In: Hua, Z. (ed.) Phonological Development and Disorders in Children . GBR: Multilingual            

Matters Limited, 204-232.  

 

Benkirane, T. (1998). Intonation in Western Arabic (Morocco). In: Hirst, D., & Di Cristo, A. (Eds.).                

Intonation systems. A survey of twenty languages . Cambridge, United Kingdom: Cambridge. 

 

Saleh, M., Shoeib, R., Hegazi, M., & Ali, P. (2007). Early Phonological Development in Arabic Egyptian                
Children: 12-30 Months, Folia Phoniatrica et Logopaedica, 59 , 234-240. 

 
Other sources 
 
http://meertaligheidentaalstoornissenvu.wikispaces.com/Arabisch+%28Marokkaans%29 
pronunciation: http://www.dummies.com/how-to/content/how-to-pronounce-arabic-sounds.html 
pronunciation: http://www.omniglot.com/writing/arabic_moroccan.htm 
 
Dr Abderrahman El Aissati, university lecturer, Tilburg School of Humanities, Department of Culture             
Studies  
 
Dr P.H.F. Bos, university lecturer Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, Expertise: Dutch as a second language;              
Bilingualism; Language acquisition; Moroccan Arabic 
 
Sarah Michiel, speech therapist, Master de Traduction arabe - français at Ecole Supérieure de              
Traduction Roi Fahd 
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4.6. Tarifit 
 

4.6.1. Description of the language 
Tarifit is also known under the names: Riffian, Rif Berber, Northern Berber, and Tamazight. Tarifit is 
spoken by at least 1.5-2 million Moroccans (ethnologue.com), but there are also sources that indicate 
there are many more speakers.  
 
Tarifit is one of the Berber languages and belongs to the Afro-Asiatic language family, just like the 
Semitic languages. In Morocco, Tarifit is a minority language which only attained official status in 
2011. Most people in Morocco speak Moroccan Arabic. French is also spoken in Morocco. Many 
Moroccans speak multiple languages. 
In Tarifit, you can find loan words from Arabic, French, and Italian.  
 
There are 3 dialects in Tarifit. The dialects have both phonological and lexical variations (E-Rramdani, 
2003). 
Because of the many differences in phonology and lexicon, we were not able to find enough words 
that were pronounced the same way by all consulted native speakers. Therefore, the Tarifit version of 
Speakaboo only contains 27 words, and not all consonants occur in all positions in the test.  
 
Consonant system 

   Coronal Dorsal  

 Bilabial Labiodenta
l 

Denta
l 

Alveolar Postalveola
r 

 Palata
l 

Velar Uvular Pharyngeal glotta
l 

plosives p₁   b   t   d     k   g q  ʔ 

emphatic    tˁ   dˁ        

nasals      m     n   (ɲ)      ŋ    

trill      r        

Fricative
s 

     β  f       v  Ɵ   ð s   z  ʃ   ʒ   x      ʁ  ħ     ʕ h 

emphatic    sˁ   zˁ        
affricate            

liquids      l        

Semi 
-colons 

         j w    

Black: both languages, Red: only Dutch, Green: only Tarifit 
¹ probably only in loan words such as /æpulis/ .  
 
In Tarifit, the consonants can also be extended. This is indicated by a /:/ behind the consonant in IPA.                   
Extending the consonant has an effect on meaning.  
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4.6.2. Phonological development 

According Kosmann (2013), the following sounds are relatively rare: 
/b/, /d/, /dʕ/, /t/, /g/, and /k/ 
With the exception of certain contexts: 

- when there is doubling, such as in /jəddaa/ ‘he lives’; 
- when the sound follows a nasal, such as in /θandint/ ‘city’; 
- only for /t/: when the sound occurs in a word-final cluster, such as in /θafunast/ ‘cow’. 

 
 
Assuming that complex and/or rare sounds are acquired later than common (and articulatorily             
simpler) sounds, it is assumed here that the above sounds are acquired at a later stage in the                  
phonological development.  
In addition, Kossmann (2013) describes the emphatic sounds as influential sounds: when a word              
contains an emphatic sound, all other sounds of that word are also pronounced emphatically. Because               
the emphatic sounds are so articulatorily complex, the sound are also assumed to be acquired at a                 
later stage in the phonological development. Of the emphatic sounds in Tarifit, only /dʕ/, /zʕ/, and /rʕ/                 
are common sounds in words with a Berber origin. This could mean that these sounds are acquired                 
earlier than the other emphatic sounds.  
Furthermore, no English literature about Tarifit was found.  
 

4.6.3. Common phonological processes 
No data available 
 
 

4.6.4. Permitted lexical variations 
No data available 

 
4.6.5. Performance of normally developing Moroccan toddlers in the Netherlands 

No data available 

 
4.6.6. Sources 

Literature 

Campbell, G.L. (1995/2011). Concise compendium of the world’s languages.  London: Routledge. 

Chtatou, M. (1982). Aspects of the phonology of a Berber dialect of the Rif . London: University of                 

London/SOAS Ph.D. dissertation. 

Kossmann, M.G. (2013). The Arabic influence on Northern Berber. Studies in Semitic Languages and              

Linguistics , 67 . Leiden, Boston: Brill. 

Laghzaoui, M. (2011). Emergent academic language at home and at school: A longitudinal study of               

3-to 6-yearold Moroccan Berber children in the Netherlands . Oisterwijk: Boxpress. 
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McClelland, C. (2008). A Phonology of Tarifit Berber . München: Lincom. 

Tabaouni (2009). Spontane taalanalyse als alternatief voor een klassieke taaltest? Onderzoek bij            

successief tweetalige (Berbers-Nederlands) kleuter. Bachelorscriptie logopedie en audiologie.        

Antwerpen: Lessius Hogeschool. 

E-Rramdani, Y. (2003). Acquiring Tarifit-Berber by children in the Netherlands and Morocco  (No. 3).            

Aksant Academic Pub. 

Other sources 

Dr P.H.F. Bos, university lecturer Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, Expertise: Dutch as a second language;              
Bilingualism; Language acquisition; Moroccan Arabic 
 
Dr Abderrahman El Aissati, university lecturer, Tilburg School of Humanities, Department of Culture             
Studies 
 
Dr. M.G. Kossmann, university lecturer Leiden University, expertise: Berber languages 
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4.7. Somali 
 

4.7.1. Description of the language 
Somali belongs to the Cushitic branch of the Afro-Asiatic language family. It is the native tongue of 2.5                  
million people in Somalia and is also spoken by 1.5 million people in Kenia and Ethiopia. There are 3                   
groups of dialects: Af-Ashraaf, Benaadir, and Northern Somali. The pronunciation can differ per dialect.              
The Northern Somali dialect is the most prestigious and is spoken by most Somalians (also in other                 
regions than Northern Somalia).  
Somalian people in the Netherlands may provide incorrect information about the area from which              
they originate. Certain areas are considered safe by the Immigration and Naturalisation Service.             
Therefore, residents of these areas are not eligible for a residence permit.  
In Somali, you can find loan words from Arabic, Italian, and English.  

Consonant system 

    Coronal Dorsal  
 Bilabia

l 
Labiodenta
l 

Denta
l 

Alveolar Posta
v 

retrofle
x 

Palatal Vela
r 

Uvular Pharyngeal glottal 

plosives p   b   t   d        ʠ  k  (g) q  G  ʔ 

nasals  m     n   ɲ   ŋ    

tap flap            

trill    r        

fricative
s 

 f   v  s   z  ʃ  ʒ   x χ ħ    ʕ h 

affricate            
liquids      l        

Semi- 
vowels 

w ʋ       j     

Black: both languages, Red: only Dutch, Green: only Somali 

 
In Somali, the b and the p sounds do not differ in meaning. They will both occur as allophones of /b/,                     
whereby just as in Dutch, sharpening occurs at the end of a word, but not a strongly as in Dutch.  
 
Syllable structure 

Somali has a simple syllable structure. Consonant clusters do not occur at the beginning or end of a                  
word, but only in the middle. Clusters in loan words are broken apart by placing a vowel in between                   
the consonants. 
Words have relatively few syllables. Somali has almost no words with more than three syllables. 
 
Emphasis 

The emphasis is generally on the last or penultimate vowel.  
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Somali also has three different tones. High tones are often strongly emphasised. Lowering tones have               
little emphasis and low tones have now emphasis. The different tones have not been included in the                 
study.  
 

4.7.2. Phonological development 
There was no literature to be found about the phonological development of children in Somali. Somali                
did not become a standardised written language until 1972 and was only given the status of an official                  
language in education a year later. In addition, living conditions in Somalia are difficult due to poverty                 
and constant war. Therefore, it is safe to assume that there has not been any research on                 
phonological development in Somalia.  
Because of the war, there is a relatively large number of groups of Somalians who have settled in                  
different parts of the world. There are large groups of Somalians in Sweden and England. Research                
has been done into the situation of Somalian children/adults who are learning English. The results of                
this study are not applicable to the Dutch situation. There is no known English research that studies                 
the development of the Somalian native tongue.  
 

4.7.3. Common phonological processes 
Due of the lack of distinction between /p/ and /b/, children whose native tongue is Somali will have                  
difficulty with this distinction in Dutch.  
 

4.7.4. Permitted lexical variations 
No data available.  

 
4.7.5. Performance of normally developing Somalian toddlers in the Netherlands 

No data available.  

 
4.7.6. Sources 

Literature 
 
Conway, E.A. (2008). An Analysis of Somali Pronunciation Errors , A capstone submitted in partial              

fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of Arts in ESL. Hamline University,               
Saint Paul, Minnesota June 2008.  

Estrem, T.L. (2011). Expressive Vocabulary Development of Immigrant Preschoolers Who Speak           
Somali, Spanish, and Hmong, The Electronic Journal for English as a Second Language June              
2011—Volume 15, Number 1  (St. Cloud State University, Minnesota, USA). 

 
Hoenselaar, L. (2011). Tweetaligheid in Somalische gezinnen in Nijmegen . Een onderzoek naar de             

ideeën van ouders over tweetalige opvoeding en naar de Nederlandse taalvaardigheid van            
hun kinderen. Bachelorscriptie Taalwetenschap, Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen.  

 
Shah, S. Clinical Lead Speech & Language Therapist Bilingual Specialist. (2007). Somali, a Profile.              

London SIG Bilingualism. Retrieved 4-10-2016 from      
http://www.londonsigbilingualism.co.uk/pdf/SOMALI.pdf.  
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Other sources 
 
http://meertaligheidentaalstoornissenvu.wikispaces.com/Somalisch 
UCLA language materials project: http://www.lmp.ucla.edu/Profile.aspx?LangID=202&menu=004 
 
Pronunciation: http://hooyo.web.free.fr/E_chap01.html 
 
Translations: http://www.freelang.net/online/somali.php  

Ms Z. Jumale, sworn Somali-Dutch interpreter-translator  
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5. Justification 

5.1. Research into the languages 

For all specified languages, we started with a literature review regarding the phonological system of               
that language and the phonological and lexical development in that language. We searched the              
university libraries of the VUA and Leiden, used the Internet, used literature references in articles,               
contacted experts, and used our own network and social media. We searched for literature in Dutch                
and English. All sources found are listed by language in the ‘Sources’ section for each language. 

A relatively large amount of information was found about Dutch, Turkish, and Polish. For other               
languages, we found much less to almost nothing, despite many hours of intensive searching. Below is                
an overview of the results of the literature review.  

Language Phonological system Phonological 
development 

Lexical 
development 

Dutch √ √  √ 
Turkish √ √  √ 

Polish √ √  √ 

Moroccan Arabic √ -  - 

Egyptian Arabic √ √  ½ 

Tarifit √ -  - 

Somali √ -  - 
    

 
The phoneme inventory is known for all of these languages. However, information about the              
phonological development was only found for Dutch, Turkish, Polish, and Egyptian Arabic. It should be               
noted here that the acquisition order of the sounds was found for Polish, but accessible information                
about the underlying study is missing. The information is only available in Polish.  
 
Information about the lexical development is only available in the form of word lists that are part of a                   
test for the active vocabulary or part of an articulation test. How these lists came about is only known                   
for the Dutch word lists. For the other languages, a justification in English is missing. 
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5.2. Choice of words/items 

As many consonants as possible 
Each language version of Speakaboo has a unique set of words. The words are selected to contain as                  
many consonants per language as possible, both in (syllable) initial position and in syllable final. The                
position of the syllable within the word is not taken into account. This corresponds with the                
assessment in the Methaphon (Leijdekker-Brinkman, 2002).  
 

Up to 36 words 
Each language version contains up to 36 words. This number has to do with the target group of the                   
test: children between 3 and 6 years old. Young children have a short attention span, so the test must                   
be taken in a short time (<10 minutes). We have taken the fact that Speakaboo will often be part of a                     
larger set of tests into account here.  
 
Only nouns 
The stimulus words are only nouns. Nouns are easier to depict than other word types. In addition,                 
nouns are learned earlier than other word types in most languages (Gentner in: Boerma, 2005).               
Therefore, they make up a larger part of the early vocabulary.  
 
Part of the vocabulary of young children 
For Dutch, research into lexical development was available (Schlichting, 2001). The words of the Dutch               
version are part of the first 1000 words that children learn.  
For the Turkish, Moroccan- Arabic, and Tarifit versions, we used the relevant Lexicon lists (Schlichting,               
2006). These are lists that allow parents to indicate which words of their native language the children                 
understand and which words they can produce themselves. These lists only have a limited number of                
nouns and these nouns do not all consist of the desired sounds. These lists were not available for the                   
other languages, which means other sources had to be found regardless.  
We first looked for articulation tests in the relevant language. These were found for Turkish, Polish,                
and Egyptian Arabic. However, we needed to be cautious, because these tests were designed for a                
different target group than Speakaboo.  
We then searched for other word lists, e.g. in the form of a course for second language learners.                  
These kinds of lists often contain highly frequent words such as different foods, body parts, and                
clothing.  
Eventually, words from language versions that were already done were translated into the languages              
for which we still needed more words. Translation was done via online dictionaries and Google               
Translate. This search was continued until all consonants occurred in each position at least once.  
 
Illustrated by pictures 
For all words, pictures were purchased from Shutterstock. The pictures are in colour and depict the                
object with a white background. We chose to use pictures due to the cost, the attractiveness, and the                  
fact that objects are often recognised much easier by young children if they are shown in a photo                  
(Simcock & DeLoache, 2006).  
 
Check with native speakers 
All word lists were presented to native speakers with the following questions: 

- Is the photo named with the target word? 
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- Does the pronunciation match what we have transcribed?  
- Does the word (in the opinion of the speaker) belong to vocabulary of young children?  

The native speakers were interpreters, linguists, or part of a native speaker panel (Egyptian Arabic,               
Moroccan Arabic, Somali, Tarifit).  

Items that were named with a different word too frequently have been removed from the test. This                 
mainly applied to the Tarifit version.  

New pictures were purchased for any items that were displayed with the wrong picture. For example:                
the word for woman in Somali is /na:g/. The picture of a young Somali woman was named differently                  
by the interpreter. When it became clear we were looking for the word /na:g/, the interpreter told us                  
that word is used for much older women.  
Reviewing the pictures not only uncovered differences in word boundaries; it was also important to               
determine what is considered the most prototypical word in each specific language. In Dutch,              
everything with steps can be considered ‘stairs’. However, a staircase is most prototypical, which              
makes an image of a staircase preferable over, for instance, a ladder.  
Word sequence in the test 
The sounds are tested in their acquisition sequence as much as possible. Many young children have                
difficulty in a test situation, and this is even more true for children with a speech disorder. By starting                   
with the easiest words, the child gets the feeling of being up to the task and is challenged to try to                     
pronounce the more difficult words as well. 

5.3. Reliability 

With presentations about Speakaboo, we have often received the question of whether a non-native              
speaker can assess the speech of children speaking a foreign language. This question prompted a               
study into the evaluation reliability of the Polish version of Speakaboo.  
In 2015, Holstvoogd studied 16 Polish children and 19 Dutch children with the paper version of the                 
test and compared its assessment with that of a trained speech therapist. For the Polish children, this                 
was a Polish native speech therapist working in the Netherlands. The evaluation reliability for the               
Polish version, although slightly lower than that of the Dutch version, was still substantial. 
Internationally, there has been a study into the assessment of Chinese by English-speaking speech              
therapy students (Lockart & McLeod, 2013). Research has shown that the accuracy of the evaluation               
increases if students receive information about the phonological system of the language, if the target               
words are transcribed in IPA, and if they can compare the expression of a child with an adult example.  
This is the reason why in Speakaboo, we include an audio fragment from the interpreter for each                 
word. In addition, there are videos available for every language in which the interpreter pronounces               
all words.  
 
If you doubt your own ability to evaluate a foreign language, you should realise that it concerns words                  
that are spoken in isolation. For each word, it is known how the target word should sound. The                  
desired pronunciation is displayed in IPA and can be listened to. It is good to listen to the complete list                    
of words prior to any testing and to pay close attention to the transcription. Doubts and questions can                  
be shared with the interpreter.  
Carrying out the tests will certainly take some getting used to, but your confidence in your own                 
judgment will grow with each evaluation.  
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6. Glossary 

 

Affricate The combination of a plosive and a fricative is called an affricate. Both consonants              
have the same place of articulation and share the attribute of ‘voicing’. In an affricate,               
the pronunciation of both consonants is shorter than in a real cluster. That is why               
affricates are considered a single phoneme. Examples include: /ʧ/ and /ʤ/ 

Allophone Allophones are different realisations of the same phoneme. Allophones do not create            
different meanings. The best-known example in Dutch is the ‘r’. It is pronounced             
differently in different parts of the country; as a rolling r, a flap r, a ‘Gooische ‘r or a                   
uvular r. The pronunciation can also depend on the position in the word. The ‘r’ often                
sounds different at the start of a word than at the end of a word. All those different                  
realisations are allophones of the phoneme /r/.  

Language mode The extent to which a language is activated at a given time (Grosjean, 2000).              
According to Grosjean, a multilingual speaker has subsystems for each language they            
speak. There is always one dominant language and one guest language. The dominant             
language is maximally activated. The activation of the guest language depends on the             
situation the speaker is in. If the interlocutor only speaks the dominant language, then              
the guest language is suppressed. This means the multilingual speaker goes into a             
monolingual mode . If the interlocutor speaks both languages, the speaker will activate            
both language systems equally and enter a bilingual mode . In the bilingual mode,             
switching between languages is easy.  
There is a continuum. At the monolingual end, there is no language switch, and at the                
multilingual end, the speaker can freely use both language systems interchangeably.           
Depending on the situation, the multilingual speaker will be somewhere on the            
continuum between these two ends. 
In a diagnostic setting, it is important that the native language of the child is activated                
as much as possible. Therefore, it is recommended to only speak to the child in their                
native language before and during the test.  
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